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I was officially introduced to the Winchester Model 92 in the fall of 1958. I’d gone over to the French Creek Ranch to help with the chores and ran into Clyde Gardner, the hired hand, just at daybreak as he walked up the gravel road toward his home a couple hundred yards up the creek from the main ranch house. We were going over the list of chores when Clyde abruptly cut the conversation off, saying he “had to go kill a deer.”

Clyde went through the gate, and I went out to the barn to turn the horses out. I was cleaning stalls when I heard a shot from the apple orchard up-stream from Clyde’s place. I went out to the water trough in the main corral and scaled the fence. Looking into the long, dark shadows in the creek bottom, I could see Clyde dragging a deer out of the orchard.

I jumped into the jeep and drove over to help, arriving just as Clyde approached his yard. He was dragging a young blacktail and carrying what I immediately recognized as a Model 92 Winchester carbine.

I’d never seen the real “deal,” but the 92 was recognizable from any one of a dozen TV westerns and John Wayne movies that often played during the matinee in town.

We made quick work of the buck and hung it in the garage. On my way to the jeep, I edged over to the house where the little carbine was leaning against the porch. “That’s a Model 92 Winchester carbine,” Clyde offered, but a quick look at the end of the barrel suggested it wasn’t a .44 or .38. I leaned over to get a better look at the graying receiver as he remarked, “It’s a .32-20, best deer cartridge I ever owned.” Clyde was never one to talk much, so it took the better part of the next four years to wrangle the story of the Model 92 carbine out of him.

Phil Strader homesteaded the place in 1927 and hired Clyde soon thereafter. Clyde bought the carbine in Roseburg with money from his share – Phil didn’t have “cash on hand” – of the cattle sold at auction. It was wild country back then, and Clyde used the carbine to kill bobcats, cougars, bear, turkeys and deer, not to mention mauling hawks and eagles that preyed on newborn lambs.

The ranch was crawling with the little Columbian whitetail and blacktail deer. Phil gave Clyde a quarter of beef now and then for his growing family, but Clyde managed fairly well on venison. After the apple orchard matured, he shot most of the deer from his yard and continued to do so when I met him in 1958.

One day while we were gathering cattle on the old Reams place (Phil won the deed in a card game) at the base of Mount Scott in heavy timber, I pressed Clyde about how many deer he killed. (At the time, it might have been considered an inappropriate question since a lot of folks just shot the game they needed to feed their families, hang the game laws.) After a minute or so, he said “maybe 100,” then said “no, more like 120 or so, and Phil used it to take a few.” We split up to bring in some pairs and met

Left to right, these Model 92 rifles include a .25-20 WCF refinished by Doug Turnbull, an untouched .44 WCF and a refurbished .38 WCF.
nearly an hour later. Clyde picked up the conversation as if we’d never separated: “We shoot ‘em right behind the eye, just below the ear,” as he pointed toward his temple, “saves venison and they drop.” Later Clyde remarked that he’d been shooting out of the same box of 50 shells since 1950 or 51 and “might have to drive over to Lone Rock to buy another box one day.” (That was in 1960, as I recall.)

Clyde said he used the Winchester “High Velocity” shells that were made for the Model 92 and would “wreck an old Winchester.” I didn’t know it then, but there was a difference in loads for the Models 92 and 73 and Colt revolvers. Clyde used blackpowder loads at one time, but finished the last of a box on turkeys and hawks, then switched over to high-velocity loads “before the war.”

***

I didn’t see another Model 92, except in gun shows, for a number of years. Then, one day my friend Doug Burke and I were out driving around on remote logging roads west of Klamath Falls, Oregon, when he pointed off in the brush and told how that spot, right next to a big ponderosa pine, was where he shot a deer, 12 times with the .38 WCF carbine and pretty much swore off it for anything bigger than a rabbit.

Upon hearing Doug’s story about the deer “episode” with the Model 92 .38 WCF carbine, I pretty much forgot about ever owning one, and it was nearly a dozen years later that I found a refurbished Winchester Model 92 .38 WCF rifle at a gun show. The price was right, so I bought it, and several others over the years.

As most folks are aware, the Model 92 Winchester was the brain child of John Browning. As the story goes, Browning was challenged to produced a small-frame rifle, similar to the Model
86, that would chamber the cartridges that were, at the time, only available in the Winchester Model 73 and Marlin Models 88 and 89.

Apparently, T.C. Bennett, vice president of Winchester, was willing to pay a bonus if Browning could deliver the rifle in 60 days. Browning countered with 30 days and double the bonus. Browning won.

Mechanically, the Model 92 was shorter and stronger than the Model 73 and was chambered from the outset for the same cartridges, the .44, .38 and .32 WCFs.

The .25-20 was added to the lineup in 1895, and the .218 Bee showed up in a redesign of the 92, the Model 65, in 1939.

The standard rifle featured a 24-inch round barrel, but the octagonal barrel was more popular. Carbines came out with 19-inch barrels but were changed to 20 inches after a quarter-million had been shipped. Records show 1,004,675 Model 92s were produced by 1941, 600,000 of which were chambered for the .44 WCF.

The original .44 WCF load featured a 200-grain lead flatnose bullet at 1,295 fps from a 24-inch barrel. Winchester also made ammunition with a 217-grain jacketed softnose. Another 217-grain load is listed for the .44 Colt Lightning Magazine Rifle (CLMR). When smokeless powder became available in factory loads, the “Winchester High Velocity” load boasted a 200-grain jacketed softnose at 1,595 fps.

The standard .38 WCF load featured a 180-grain lead flatnose bullet over 40 grains of black powder for little more than 1,300 fps. Ultimately the High Velocity load pushed a 180-grain jacketed softnose 1,800 fps and a 130-grain pill around 2,000 fps. In 1938, a 145-grain load reached 2,000 fps.

The original .32 WCF black-powder load my old friend Clyde Gardner used on the French Creek Ranch used 20 grains of black powder to boost a 100-grain lead bullet to around 1,300 fps. A similar load used 18.5 grains of black powder with a 105-grain hollow-point, and the Winchester High Velocity load upped the bullet weight to 115 grains at 1,640 fps.

While the .25-20 WCF was introduced as a smokeless powder cartridge that prodded an 86 grainer to 1,800 fps and a 60-grain bullet to 2,100 fps, it was loaded with 17 grains of black powder under an 86-grain lead bullet from 1895 to 1938. Collectors also recognize a “Super Speed .25-20 W.H.V.” headstamp introduced in 1938.

As with the .44 WCF, similar loads were manufactured for Marlin and Colt in .38-40, .32-20
and .25-20, and older cartridge boxes clearly stated the ammunition was made with Winchester components. It is appropriate to note that Winchester always used the WCF moniker; Marlin, Colt and Remington used the second set of digits to denote the original black-powder charge, e.g., .44-40,.32-20, etc.

To distinguish the high-velocity load from standard loads, Winchester started labeling the boxes “.25-20 M-’92 Special W.H.V.” in 1903 with cartridge headstamps marked accordingly. The same distinction is made for the .44 and .38 WCFs. At that, some folks either couldn’t read (quite possible) or didn’t pay attention and apparently managed to lay waste to a number of Model 73 Winchesters. As a result, high-stepping smokeless loads were phased out by 1941. After World War II, ammunition returned with standard bullet weights and velocities, mostly around 1,300 fps in 24-inch rifle barrels.

The Remington factory loads that Doug Burke used in the “infamous” deer episode probably didn’t break 1,100 fps in the 20-inch carbine barrel, which is not to ignore the relatively frangible 180-grain jacketed softnose Remington used.

A variation of the Model 92, the Model 53 with a short magazine tube was introduced in 1924 and continued until 1941 or shortly into 1942. The Model 65, another variation of the 92 hit the streets in 1933 and was gone—officially—by 1943.

As with most Winchester/Browning ventures, the Model 92 was offered in a variety of configurations, ranging from 24-inch octagonal, round or half-round/octagonal barrels, carbines, baby carbines, muskets and takedown models. Color casehardened receivers were an option until 1901. Thereafter, standard blued barrels, magazine tubes and receivers were offset with color case hammers, buttplates and forends.

Overall the Model 92 was quite a success with something over one million to come off the assembly line in less than 50 years, not counting the Models 53 and 65. Considering that the Models 92 and 73 ran concurrently in the 30-odd years that production overlapped, that’s quite an accomplishment, especially since Model 73 production totaled upwards of 720,000 units from 1873 until 1921.

One of the interesting observations regarding the original Win-
chester .44 WCF Model 92 is that the barrel diameters varied, averaging around .427 inch (some varied up to .431 inch), while Winchester bullets were recorded at .425 inch, ±.0005 inch with jacketed bullets and .426 inch for lead bullets.

As a rule the .32 WCF uses bullets sized to .312 inch, although I’ve seen rifle barrels that measured up to .314 that shot fine with relatively soft (BHN 10) bullets sized .312 to .314 inch.

The .38 WCF is actually a .40 caliber, and most barrels I’ve encountered are close to .401 inch, give or take .0005 inch or so. Winchester jacketed bullets are standard at .3995 inch. As a compromise for older barrels that have seen some use, I size cast bullets from .401 to .402 inch, depending on the alloy.

Of the cartridges chambered for the Model 92, the .38 WCF is the misfit. It is the only cartridge I’m aware of that is loaded in one configuration and changes shape, shortening the neck and subsequently lengthening the case body by .10 inch when fired. To compound matters, most reloading dies do not restore the case to its original, unfired shape, and the vast majority of cast and jacketed .40-caliber bullets do not have a cannelure to crimp the case mouth into - save for the jacketed softnose in Winchester factory loads that are not available to handloaders.

To fix the case sizing problem, I asked RCBS to make up special dies to restore the case to its original shape. RCBS also made up a special cast bullet mould with a crimping groove, labeled .403-185 in my records. I also use a Corbin canneluring tool to install a crimping groove/cannelure on .40-caliber jacketed pistol bullets used in the .38 WCF. With properly dimensioned dies and the RCBS cast bullet design my
.38 WCF rifles and sixguns are capable of fine performance.

Some years back I read a report in a popular gun magazine advocating high-stepping loads for the .38 and .44 WCF Model 92 rifles and carbines. I won’t repeat the loads since they are guaranteed to bust cases, most on the first shot. As a rule, I see no sense in going past 20 to 21 grains of 2400 or 21 to 22 grains of IMR-4227 with 180- and 200-grain bullets at 1,600 fps or so in the .38 and .44 WCF, respectively. More often than not, 16.5 to 17.0 grains of 2400 will do to duplicate original factory loads at around 1,320 fps in 24-inch barrels.

Obviously, it’s possible to reduce the bullet weight a bit and increase velocity potential with prudent loads, but since the Model 92 utilizes iron sights, which usually run out of adjustment if the bullet weight/velocity varies much from the standard, experimental loads might require the addition of an after-market tang or receiver sight. Tang sights extend the sight radius by up to a foot, but some folks don’t like the idea of having the aperture so close to the face and eyes, so a receiver sight might be the best all-around choice.

In modern terms, the Model 92 could be considered the original short action. With a lever throw of little more than 4 inches, it’s fast and light. In the early 1900s, when folks engaged in ravenous debates over the superiority of the bolt over the lever, and vice versa, reports suggest a good man – Ashley Haines – with a Model 92 .44 WCF could fire five well-aimed shots in less than three seconds. Some claimed similar performance with bolts of the period. Either way, the lever actions held up against some of the best bolt advocates.

I’ve run across reports from time to time that suggest the .44, .38, .32 and .25 WCF’s are obselete, past their time. In short, no pun intended, when compared to the power and accuracy potential of modern cartridges, the Model 92 and its ilk are not only underpowered but also lack accuracy potential. Viewed in that context, the claims are difficult to ignore. On the other hand, as a trail or knockabout companion loaded to accommodate a variety of game, including deer, varmints, coyotes, badgers, javelina, feral hogs and small game like squirrels and rabbits, the Model 92 has
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40 Years of Handloader Magazine on DVD ROM

Wolfe Publishing Company

The most valuable resource for the shooting community is now available at the click of your computer mouse! That's right, access all the detailed technical information from the number one authority in the shooting sports in 40 years of publishing. That's 238 issues! From issue Number 1 (May 1966) to issue Number 238 (December 2005), that's over 20,000 pages of information on 20 DVDs of high-resolution, printable files. All files are searchable; word search shows exact sentence or phrase. Simply pop in a DVD and it automatically opens with easy-to-read graphics. Click on a cover and open any issue. Fully functional menus! The information is timeless, and there is no other source worldwide that can offer this much technical knowledge in one place.

Catalog # HLDVD40 . . . . $599.00  Subscriber Price: $499.00

Rifle Magazine Back Issues on DVD ROM

Wolfe Publishing Company

The most valuable resource for the shooting community is now available at the click of your computer mouse! That's right, access all the detailed technical information from the number one authority in the shooting sports. That's 228 issues! From issue Number 1 (January 1969) to issue Number 228 (November 2006) that's over 19,000 pages of information on 20 DVDs of high-resolution, printable files. All files are searchable; word search shows exact sentence or phrase. Simply pop in a DVD and it automatically opens with easy-to-read graphics. Click on a cover and open any issue. Fully functional menus!

Catalog # RIDVD . . . . . . $350.00  Subscriber Price: $295.00

The Bolt Action Rifle I & II by Stuart Otteson - CD ROM

Author Stuart Otteson explores the original records and the bolt-action rifles themselves to reveal the fine nuances of many popular bolt-action mechanisms. The drawings exemplify the study; they were done by working from the guns, not factory drawings, old blueprints or catalogs. Few craftsmen have so clearly and economically delineated firearms mechanisms. The design facts collected and interpreted by Otteson are likewise his, taken directly from the guns. You will find in this book such things as lock times, spring rates and cam angles. There is also considerable historical content. Most of it is based on the record of patents, again personally researched by the author. For the modern actions, the historical recitation is based on the public record and on the recollections and statements of the men who did the design work.

Catalog # 544.5 . . . . . . $19.95

Gibbs Rifles & Cartridges - CD ROM

The Gibbs line of wildcat cartridges has aroused curiosity since the mid-1960s. Handloaders expound and argue the velocity claims and cartridge designs of Rocky Gibbs. Other than this book, only tidbits of information are available. Gibbs had developed his interest in handloading while a member of the Richmond, California, Rod and Gun Club. His competitive nature led to an intense desire to produce a cartridge that was bigger, better, faster and more complete than any other. He was severely criticized for his cartridge case design. Nearly everyone complained about the minimum length of the case necks. Gibbs was also accused of inflating the Gibbs cartridge velocities. He never gave in or broke down in the face of these ongoing controversies. He was willing to risk his reputation to prove he had maximized the available space in a .30-06 case. Whether he accomplished his goal of producing the finest cartridge available is up to each handloader to decide. When it comes to velocity, “a Gibbs chambered rifle with a standard barrel makes a magnum with a short barrel just another rifle.”

Catalog # 544.6 . . . . . . $24.95

Firearms Pressure Factors - CD ROM

This book is a comprehensive examination of a variety of factors – primer, case, shape and weight of the bullet, seating depth, powder burning rate, chamber dimensions and the condition of the barrel – that are investigated in an in-depth study of the velocity and pressure curves. It's a fascinating journey into mysteries of internal ballistics in rifles, shotguns and handguns.

Catalog # 544.4 . . . . . . $19.95

The Art of Bullet Casting Collection - DVD ROM

• Art of Bullet Casting • Bullet Making Annual Vol. I & II • Cast Bullet Sp. Ed.

How-to’s for casting bullets. A collection of articles taken from years of Handloader and Rifle covering the basics to more advanced techniques. Get technical and accurate with your casting and swaging.

Catalog # 544.3 . . . . . . $25.00

1-800-899-7810 • www.riflemagazine.com
Classic Books on Digital Media

40 Years of Handloader Magazine on DVD

Click on a cover and open any issue. Fully functional menus!

19,000 pages of information on 20 DVDs of high-resolution, printable files. All files are searchable; word search is right, access all the detailed technical information from the number one authority in the shooting sports. The most valuable resource for the shooting community is now available at the click of your computer mouse!

Catalog # HLDVD40

Wolfe Publishing Company

$350.00

Firearms Pressure Factors - CD ROM

The Art of Bullet Casting Collection - DVD ROM

Wolfe Publishing Co.

Catalog # 544.3

$499.00

Firearms Pressure Factors - CD ROM

• Art of Bullet Casting • Bullet Making Annual Vol. I & II • Cast Bullet Sp. Ed.

How-to’s for casting bullets. A collection of articles taken from years of investigating the velocity and pressure curves. It’s a fascinating journey of the bullet, seating depth, powder burning rate, chamber dimensions and the condition of the barrel and argument the velocity claims and cartridge designs of Rocky Gibbs. Other than this book, only tidbits based on the public record and on the recollections and statements of the men who did the design work.

Catalog # 544.5

The Bullet’s Flight – on CD ROM

Franklin W. Mann

This monumental work by Dr. Franklin W. Mann details his experiments with rifles and ammunition. You will be pleased with the level of detail, pictures and other investigations. Loaded with great historical as well as modern technical information, it’s a unique and classic addition to any reloader’s library.

Catalog # 544.7

Trophies and Cartridges

Dave Scovill

This book offers the reader a potpourri of information on an unusual mix of subjects that is sure to help hunters and shooters. Bullet development, gunsmithing tips for your Colt handguns, thoughts on accuracy, trophy hunting, shooting techniques with iron sights, various rifle and caliber commentary for various game, leverguns, cast bullets and hunting tips name just a few of the topics covered. From the author’s extensive experience as editor of Rifle, Handloader and Successful Hunter magazines, this book covers subjects usually not offered by other books, which is the purpose of this unique and valuable presentation.

Catalog # 554.2

Ken Waters’ Notebook – “Best Wishes for Good Shooting” 1968-1989

Ken Waters

Today’s best authority on reloading and firearms reveals his unfathomable knowledge through this chronological catalog of letters. In the tradition of other great shooters’ notebooks, this text of letters contains load tables, little known facts, history, esoteric details and Ken’s personal recommendations to various questions and concerns.

If you enjoy finding little nuggets of golden information on handloading or guns, you will be fascinated on your journey through these letters that are jammed with information, not chit-chat. The load tables are well worth the purchase and all information has never been published before. Ken was prolific in his correspondence with extensive details. None of these letters ever appeared in Rifle or Handloader magazines; it is all new material from the author. This is a large book presented in the original letter format. Those who know Ken will love this new book, and those not familiar will be amazed at the depth of his knowledge and straightforward, easy-to-understand writing style.

Catalog # 549.21

Finn Aagaard – Selected Works

Finn Aagaard

Fans of Finn’s writing will be thrilled to find this collection all in one place. His in-depth approach on subjects, written in his impeccable style, allows the reader entertainment and learning in a neat package. He has tales of leopards, how to manage dangerous game, one rifle/one load, slings in the field, various calibers are covered, killing power myths and, of course, his great African stories as well as practical chapters. You will love this book, and with its valuable information, it will make a great gift for anyone who enjoys hunting or guns.

Catalog # 564.2

1-800-899-7810 • www.riflemagazine.com
Reloading

The Legacy of Lever Guns
This special edition from the folks at Rifle and Handloader magazines is devoted to America's favorite rifles. The Legacy of Lever Guns is a complete reference for loading and shooting lever actions! It is the most authoritative work on lever actions ever, including manufacture dates for various serial numbers. Marlin, Savage, Winchester, Browning and more are covered.
Catalog # 566.5 . . . . . . . . SB $8.00 PPD

Burning Powder
Compiled by Major D.B. Wesson
A rare booklet for Smith & Wesson collectors and fans from 1932. Ed McGivern, Col. Roy Jones and Capt. James Baldwin impart their ideas on shooting. A perfect gun, a perfect hold and perfect ammunition.
Catalog # 564.5 . . . . . . . . SB $10.95

Pet Loads
Ken Waters
A monumental work by the leading authority in the handloading field. More than just a reloading manual, this large, comprehensive book contains loading procedures, tables, tips, precautions and commentary; over 100 cartridges are detailed. (Incorporates all supplements from #1 to #22.)
Catalog # 549 . . . . . . . . SB $49.00

Pet Loads Supplement #23
Ken Waters
This supplement, the first since the release of the sixth edition in November 1998, contains articles on the .308 WCF, .338 Winchester Magnum, 7mm Remington Magnum, 6mm Remington, .35 Whelen, .30-06, .270 Weatherby Magnum, .375 H&H Magnum, 25-36 Marlin, Loads for Lever Guns and more! This supplement is 64 pages and is pre-punched to fit a 3- or 5-ring binder. This is the first supplement to the latest edition of Pet Loads.
Catalog # 549-23 . . . . . . . . $10.50 + $3.00 S&H

Pet Loads Supplement #24
Ken Waters
This supplement, the last of Ken’s “Pet Loads,” includes Loading Big Game Bullets for Deer, .25-35 Winchester-Marlin, .220 Swift, 7mm-08 (Update), .223 Remington (Update), .307 Winchester (Update), .300 Savage, .222 Magnum Remembered, .308 Weatherby (Update), .257 Roberts in a Carbine, 40-65 Winchester and 7-30 Waters in 2001.
Catalog # 549-24 . . . . . . . . $10.50 + $3.00 S&H

Big Bore Rifles and Cartridges
Wolfe Publishing Co.
Definitive book on large calibers from 8mm to .600 Nitro with more than 60 chapters containing load tables and commentary on the guns and cartridges. The best book ever done on big bores! The load information exceeds most reloading manuals and the rifle reviews give you all the analyses you want.
Catalog # 572.1 . . . . . . . . SB $26.00

Varmint and Small Game Rifles and Cartridges
Wolfe Publishing Co.
Newly Revised and Updated! A large-format book with loads, commentary and resources for the less than .40-caliber family. This book tells you what shoots and why, describing the basic principles required for top-notch accuracy in varmint hunting. Wootters, Hagel, Simpson, Carmichel, Venturino and others cover the sport from .17 to .32-40.
Catalog # 572.11 . . . . . . . . SB $15.00

Wildcat Cartridges, Combo Edition
Wolfe Publishing Co.
Wildcats can’t find information as readily as they can in this handy one source book. Volumes I & II combined in this edition to profile most of the popular and famous wildcats, each representing a small advance in cartridge development, each wedging open the door of progress just a little bit more. Details rifle and handgun cartridges from the .14-221 to the .460 Van Horn. A comprehensive work containing reloading tables and commentary, this huge volume is unparalleled anywhere.
Catalog # 584.3 . . . . . . . . SB $49.00

Gunsmithing

Mauser M98 & M96
R. A. Walsh
This do-it-yourself book goes far beyond any available books or manuals covering Mauser restoration and conversions. Using detailed text, accurate illustrations and photographs, this book explains the methods and practices used in creating a custom Mauser. Perfect for the enthusiast, gunsmith, rifleman or hunter. This book comes with the original full-size shop drawings.
Catalog # 565.12 . . . . . . . . SB $32.50

1-800-899-7810 • www.riflemagazine.com
Wildcat Cartridges, Combo Edition

Benchrest Actions & Triggers
Stuart Otteson
For professional and amateur gunsmiths who plan to build benchrest-quality rifles, this volume enables the enthusiast to select components from the research and detailed analyses of Stuart Otteson. Complete with drawings, all is explained.
Catalog # 541 . . . . . . . . . SB $27.95

Gunsmithing Tips and Projects

Practical Gunsmithing
Ed Matunas
An authoritative guide to maintaining, repairing and improving firearms. This book shows how to do dozens of jobs easily handled by an amateur, while identifying those best left to a pro.
Catalog # 588.15 . . . . . . . . . HB $31.95

The Story of Pope’s Barrels
Roy Smith
Pope's finest work was with muzzleloading, lead bullet, soft steel, low-velocity, single-shot rifles. This book captures his story and landmarks him as one of the greats of firearms development. A classic book of gunmaking history. See what accuracy was accomplished with simple tools.
Catalog # 568.1 . . . . . . . . . HB $39.00

The Paul Matthews Collection

Black Powder, Pig Lead and Steel Silhouettes
Catalog # 567.14 . . . . . . . . . SB $16.95

Cast Bullets for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle
Catalog # 567.9 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Forty Years with the .45-70, Revised
Catalog # 567.1 . . . . . . . . . SB $14.50

How-To’s for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle Shooter
Catalog # 567.7 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Loading the Black Powder Rifle Cartridge
Catalog # 567.4 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Shooting the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle
Catalog # 567 . . . . . . . . . SB $22.50

Wind Drift and Deceleration of the Cast Bullet
Catalog # 567.11 . . . . . . . . . SB $6.95

*Buy the entire 7 book collection for one low price!
Catalog # 567.SET . . . . . . . . . SB $110.00
Sam Colt's Own Record, 1847
Samuel Colt
Chronologically presented, the correspondence published in this volume completes the account of the manufacture in 1847 of the Walker Model Colt revolver. This book is a most unusual and rare look at firearms and early industrial history. This record has never been published before and is a 'must have' for every history buff and lover of the revolver.
Catalog # 564.7 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.50

Modern Shotguns and Loads
Charles Askins
This classic covers shotguns and shooting techniques. History, ammunition, handloading and the principles and terms of wingshooting are explained. Timeless information.
Catalog # 571.5 . . . . . . . . . HB $30.00

Textbook of Automatic Pistols
R.K. Wilson
A treatise on the history, development and functioning of the modern military self-loading pistol and submachine gun. Details found no where else in regards to these firearms.
Catalog # 570.32 . . . . . . . . . HB $54.00

Experiments of a Handgunner
J. Roper
Author Roper, best known for his stock design work, investigates various grip and sight designs and other modifications to improve the accuracy and usefulness of handguns. Gain a better understanding of modifications and after-market grips by the wisdom of Roper’s investigations.
Catalog # 570.27R . . . . . . . . . HB $22.00

Family Protection Guide
Craig Fox Huber
Learn how to outsmart anyone threatening your family’s safety with these practical tips from a former Marine with 25 years of experience in high-risk personal security. Guides to making your home as safe as possible and avoiding potential hazards of day-to-day living wherever you go may save the life of a loved one. Customize your family’s self-defense plan with recommended products, training and conditioning. This book will teach you how to “think security” in everything you do.
Catalog # 555.1 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.95

Sharpshooting for Sport and War
W.W. Greener
This classic book explores the first expanding bullet, service rifles, shooting positions, Greener’s bullet catcher, trajectories, recoil, mirage, external ballistics and much more! All information that the accuracy-minded individual would need to improve his shooting.
Catalog # 571.8 . . . . . . . . . HB $30.00

Hell, I Was There
Elmer Keith – His Life Story
Dean of the gun writers, Elmer tells his story. Writing vividly of his experiences, he takes you along as he rides wild broncos, hunts big game or follows a frozen trail in the dead of winter. Find out why this gun-loving character is so revered in the shooting community. It is a classic book for every shooter . . . and only a few copies remain.
Catalog # 578.51 . . . . . . . . . SB $29.95

Sixguns by Keith
Elmer Keith
Elmer Keith’s boyhood mentors were Indian fighters, vigilantes, lawmen and gun fighters of a passing frontier. In his lifetime (1899 – 1984), he was recognized as a great shot and the leading pistol authority in the land. Sixguns contains his experiences, findings, recommendations and instructions. Thoroughly entertaining as well. *Limited Quantities
Catalog # 579.1 . . . . . . . . . SB $29.95

The Muzzle-Loading Rifle ... Then and Now
Walter M. Cline
This extensive compilation about the muzzleloading rifle contains a cross section of the preserved data concerning the development of the “hallowed ole arms of the Southern highlands.” History and gun knowledge not found so easily is yours in this vital resource.
Catalog # 567.8 . . . . . . . . . HB $32.00

The Longwalkers: 25 Years of Tracking the Northern Cougar
Jerry A. Lewis
Trek the snow-covered mountain forests of Idaho, Montana, British Columbia and Alberta with the author as he follows cougars/mountain lions on foot, guided by his keen hounds. Written by a man who truly understands and appreciates the cougar’s ways.
Catalog # 578.75 . . . . . . . . . SB $24.95
A Breed Apart, Vol.1
A Tribute to the Hunting Dogs That Own Our Souls
Great hunting dog stories by some of today’s finest writers. Hunting dogs – the good, the bad and the outrageous – are the
and his dog. Some stories will touch you deeply, others will make you laugh.
Catalog # 588.4201 . . . . . . . . . SB $39.50

Alaskan Yukon Trophies Won & Lost
G.O. Young
This is a replica of the original book that was printed in 1947 and covers an expedition into the interior of Alaska and the Yukon T
ures of all time. This book is cherished by all who have read it. Don’t miss the adventure yourself.
Catalog # 576.5 . . . . . . . . . SB $35.00

Wings for the Heart
Jerry Lewis
A passionate and educated tour of some of the greatest sporting opportunities in North America.
Catalog # 578.31 . . . . . . . . . SB $14.95

Tales of Alaska’s Big Bears
Jim Rearden
Gripping accounts of the most frightening encounters with Alaska’s big bears. Told in Rearden’s unique factual style, he takes you
on a journey about Alaska’s bears with tales of how people live and die in the 49th state with the world’s largest land carnivore.
Catalog # 576.4 . . . . . . . . . SB $14.95

From Sailor to Professional Hunter
John Northcote
Only a handful of men can boast a 50 year hunting career in Africa, and an eminently successful one at that. Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe, John hunted throughout all of them and has guided clients from around the world. Limited to 1,000 copies, numbered and signed by the author. Over 400 pages and almost 175 photographic illustrations.
Catalog # 551.61 . . . . . . . . . HB $125.00

The Stuart Edward White Series
From one of the leading outdoorsmen of the last century. White gives his methods for extended stays in rugged country. How-to’s from packing horses to pitching tents in rough weather. More than survival, you can enjoy your wilderness stay. His great writing style about African adventure is equaled in this work, only with his love of North America.

Camp & Trail
Catalog # 580.5 . . . . . . . . . HB $25.00

The Mountains
Catalog # 580.2 . . . . . . . . . HB $25.00

*Buy all four and Save!
Catalog # 580.SET . . . . . . . . . HB $75.00

Custer’s Horses
Gary Paul Johnston, James A. Fischer and Harold A. Geer
What really happened that fateful day in 1876? For more than a century, it has been the object of controversy, debate
and fascination. Never before has the Battle of the Little Bighorn been examined from the horses’ perspectives. This landmark book reveals a never-published report and an untold story giving new insights into why the cavalry’s fate was sealed before that legendary encounter. History and Little Bighorn buffs will love this book!
Catalog # 569.1 . . . . . . . . . SB $15.95

Wings from Burma to the Himalayas
John W. Gordon
Indelibly burned into the memories of the fliers of the China-Burma-India theater are the experiences told by Gordon of flying the uncharted skies of the Hump in C-47s. An action-packed historical adventure.
Catalog # 582 . . . . . . . . . HB $22.50

Rustlers of West Fork
Louis L’Amour
A L’Amour classic frontier novel featuring the legendary Hopalong Cassidy.
Catalog # 588.17 . . . . . . . . . HB $18.00
### Handloader Magazine Binder & Rifle Magazine Binder

Preserve your Handloader and Rifle magazines in sturdy, handsome and practical black-grained binders. Organize 12 issues to make an attractive addition to your library. These are heavy-duty binders not ‘drugstore’ variety. You’ll be proud to use them, and the issues lie flat when open.

- **Handloader Catalog # 515** . . . . . . . . . . **$12.50**
- **Rifle Catalog # 535** . . . . . . . . . . **$12.50**

### Targets with a Twist

**Handgun & Rifle Targets**

Shooters have not seen anything new or innovative in targets for decades, until NOW! The staff of Handloader and Rifle magazines have developed two new targets for precision shooting with rifles, iron-sighted handguns and scoped guns. With the unique color, bullseye and grid, your target work is sure to improve! Targets come in handy pad form.

- **Catalog # 552.004** . . . . . . . . . . **$4.95 PPD** (20 targets – 10 rifle and 10 handgun)
- **Catalog # 552.004S** . . . . . . . . . . **$15.95 PPD** (100 targets – 50 rifle and 50 handgun)

### LoadData.com

The online reload manual that grows and is constantly updated. You will never need to buy another printed manual. Every month more loads are entered into our database from the pages of Handloader magazine. You can search your favorite cartridge by caliber, bullet weight, powder type or a combination of all three. Eventually, LoadData.com will have more loading data than any reloading manual on the market. We take requests and do our best to add requested loads in a timely manner. You must go to the website to subscribe. A free binder is included with your subscription. Visit www.loaddata.com.

### LoadData.com 3-Ring Binder

Searching the LoadData.com database is a lot of fun, but once you find the load you want and print it out, you’ll need a place to put it. File your favorite “Pet Loads” from our LoadData.com database in this handy 3-ring, 3-inch binder. As you update your loads from our site, put them in the binder for reference where it counts, at the reloading bench.

- **Catalog # 545** . . . . . . . . . . **$12.50**
A Premium .17 Mach 2 Rimfire

Cooper Firearms of Montana manufactures one such line of these quality rimfires. Based on Cooper's bolt-action Model 57-M action, the Classic, Custom Classic, Western Classic, Light Varmint and the new Jackson Squirrel Rifle are beautiful rifles with figured and checkered walnut stocks, guaranteed to shoot ¼-inch groups at 50 yards.

Dan Cooper, the president of Cooper Arms, named the Jackson Squirrel Rifle for a friend during a squirrel hunt in Arkansas when they discussed the stock features that would make the perfect squirrel rifle. The rifle is based on the Cooper Model 57-M action, which is a five-shot repeater with a rear-locking, three-lug bolt. The Model 57 was introduced in 1999 and upgraded to the 57-M in 2001 with features from the Winchester Model 52, Kimber of Oregon Model 82 and Anschutz Model 54. The rifle is chambered in .17 Mach 2, .22 Long Rifle, .17 Hornady Magnum Rimfire and .22 Winchester Magnum Rimfire.

The Squirrel Rifle I borrowed was chambered in .17 Mach 2. I mounted a Leupold VX-III 4.5-14x 40mm scope and started banging away. I shot it three days at the range, and my son shot it two days. The rifle never missed a beat.

The Squirrel Rifle's action, trigger guard/floorplate and grip cap are finished in matte black, which contrasts nicely with its gray stainless steel barrel. The rifle is fairly heavy for a rimfire at 6 pounds, 10...
safety is at the back rear of the receiver, and depressing it to the rear blocks the trigger. The bolt will open with the safety on. Rotating the safety button forward allows the rifle to be fired. The trigger on the Squirrel Rifle tripped with 2 pounds of pressure, every time, with no creep or overtravel to ruin a steady aim. The trigger is also fully adjustable down to 1½ pounds.

The Cooper Jackson Squirrel Rifle is based on the Model 57-M action.
Cooper Arms

The bolt face contains two hooked extractors opposite each other that pull cases out of the chamber. When the bolt is pulled to the rear, a blade at the bottom rear of the receiver runs through a cut in the underside of the bolt and ejects the case out of the rifle. A slow pull on the bolt barely kicks an empty case clear of the receiver. With a smart pull on the bolt, a case flies out like a mad hornet. Options for metalwork on the Squirrel Rifle include a checkered bolt knob, fluted barrel and metal case color.

The stock is certainly the heart of a rifle because it gives the rifle style and distinction. A stock is also the link between the rifle and you and dictates how well you can hold and shoot the rifle. The standard Squirrel Rifle stock is made with California Claro walnut. Depending on how deep your pocket is, you can upgrade to Claro with fancier grain or to French walnut. Stock options include a skeleton grip cap, inletted sling swivels and a custom length of pull.

Both sides of the Squirrel Rifle’s grip are covered with a panel of point-pattern checkering that just touches at the top of the grip. The diamond-shaped lines of checkering are spaced 20 per inch. Those size diamonds look sufficiently fine, yet stand up well to wear. A nice touch is a feather of checkering at the bottom rear of the panels.

Cooper Arms states the Squirrel Rifle’s “... grip is slightly swelled and a little larger than our standard shape.” The grip is a bit slab-sided and measures 5 inches in circumference at the center of the grip. Deep flutes at the head of the comb provide a cradle for the thick of the thumb. “For awhile there it seemed every gun maker was in a race to see who could make the thinnest grip on a rifle stock,” says Rob Behr of Cooper Arms. “And everyone ended up with grips splitting and cracking with any hard use. Now we’re going back the other way, just a bit.”

Leroy Barry, Cooper Arms’ stockmaker, made the grip’s angle and shape just right, be-
cause the rifle fit and pointed well while shot offhand, kneeling and off a bench.

The rifle's forearm is fluted along the top of its 8 inch length to provide a tight grip for your fingers. The forearm fit along the barrel is close and looks tight. However, there is just enough of a gap to allow a thick piece of paper to freely slip between the barrel and the length of the barrel channel to about one inch ahead of the receiver. The forearm is stiff enough, too, that the pull of a tight sling on the swivel stud will not shift bullet impact. The wood surface on the stock inletting is nearly as smooth and finished as the outside of the
with the rifle and the 17-grain bullets from the .17 Mach 2 cartridges. The rifle held easily and steadily, and I regularly hit right where I aimed from 50 to 100 yards, even though I am in serious need of offhand shooting practice.

The temperature dropped below zero, and a nasty wind blew out of the north the last two days I shot the rifle. That’s when I shot groups. Looking over the groups fired with .17 Mach 2 ammunition and the Squirrel Rifle, I noted two strings of three-shot groups fired at 50 yards with Hornady 17-grain V-MAX bullets measured .19, .31 and .70 inch and .24, .55 and .42 inch. The overall average was .40 inch for those six groups. That’s darn close to the .25-inch group Cooper Arms guarantees for a three-shot group at 50 yards.

Perhaps the wind died down when I shot the rifle at 100 yards from the bench, because a string of three, three-shot groups at that distance measured .40, .20 and .47 inch, for an average of .35.

Group size did open up somewhat at 50 and 100 yards when I fired five-shot groups. Still, the rifle shot well, considering my cold, shaking fingers and dripping nose.

James Colburn, the accuracy tester for Cooper Arms, says he likes the .17 Mach 2. From his extensive shooting, Colburn thinks the Mach 2 is a more accurate cartridge than the .22 Long Rifle. “The reason is the Mach 2 uses the V-MAX bullet,” he said, “which is a real bullet with a real copper jacket compared to the .22 Long Rifle that uses a swaged piece of lead.”

All American ammunition for the .17 Mach 2 cartridge is manufactured at the CCI factory in Lewiston, Idaho, and loaded with

James Colburn, Cooper’s accuracy tester, shoots rifles before they leave the factory.
Hornady 17-grain V-MAX bullets. CCI, Federal, Hornady and Remington brands have bullets that wear different colored plastic tips, but they are all the same load. Rob Behr says the cartridge is becoming fairly popular, and Cooper Arms has been making quite a few rifles chambered for it. The Jackson Squirrel Rifle sells for $1,498, but it will more than pay for itself in all the use it will receive.

For more information contact Cooper Firearms of Montana, Post Office Box 114, Stevensville MT 59870; send an e-mail to Cooper@bigsky.net; or you can visit them online at: Cooperfirearms.com.
Today’s synthetic stocks can present a problem. Smooth composite surfaces don’t provide a really positive grip, particularly when uncheckered. Some stocks with impressed checkering are equally hard to hang onto, particularly in wet, freezing weather.

One of my favorite firearms is a Model Seven AWR (Alaskan Wilderness Rifle) from the Remington Custom Shop. This featherweight wonder is extremely accurate, and the .300 Short Action Ultra Mag round it digests doesn’t seem to kick much harder than my .308s.

I like this rifle a lot, but its plain-jane stock lacks both beauty and checkering. I corrected the appearance problem by sending the stock off to Exotic Synthetics (Block 5 So. Broadway, Lima MT 59739). It was returned with a durable, attractive wood-grain finish. This hard, plasticlike finish was even slicker in my hands. Then I remembered a product Pachmayr offered.

The Pac-Skin kit UPS delivered included a precut pistol grip and forend covering of finely textured neoprene with a “peel-n-stick” adhesive backing. Installing the rubber coverings was simple, requiring only a couple of minutes. Once the neoprene was smoothed into place, it provided an exceptionally firm gripping surface. The material is water resistant, so rain or snow is no problem.

While the Pac-Skin kit I had was precut to fit most rifles, the material is also available in solid sheets or strips that can easily be cut to shape with a sharp knife. Now that I’ve tried this stuff, I plan to apply it to a couple of goose and duck guns I own. Pachmayr notes that the material also works great for adding a no-slip surface to handguns, the inside of rifle slings, bow grips, knife handles and a variety of hand- or power-operated carpentry and household tools. Versatile stuff!

One caveat: The company notes that, “The only time we’ve had problems with Pac-Skin not ad-
The solution? Pachmayr recommends cleaning the surface with a clean, dry cloth with Simple Green or a similar cleanser before installing Pac-Skin.

While Pac-Skin doesn't appear in the 2005 Lyman catalog I have, the company still offers this handy material. Each Pac-Skin kit sells for $9.98.

For more information, contact Pachmayr, Division of Lyman Products, Dept. RI, 475 Smith Street, Middletown CT 06457; telephone toll-free: 1-800-225-9626; or you can visit the websites at: www.pachmayr.com or www.lymanproducts.com.

---

**Child Guard™ Model CS100 Keeps Kids Safe**

There are dozens of inexpensive gun locks on the market, including those packaged free when new firearms are shipped from the manufacturer. While many of these meet minimum local requirements, they might not prevent a determined youngster from freeing the gun from its restraining device.

The Child Guard™ CS100 is a tough, highly robust child safety device featuring new, patented technology. How tough is it? I used pliers and a large screwdriver, then pounded – hard! – on the lock with a hammer trying to break it loose. The lock remained intact. The only way to open it was with the key provided. Designed by a firearms expert, the extremely tamper-resistant lock delivers a high level of safety at a reasonable $29.95 price.

According to Child Guard, the CS100 was the first firearms safety device to pass the most stringent laboratory testing required in the United States. It met the requirements of the California Penal Code and has passed all the state's subsequent testing requirements. It was the only lock tested to successfully resist attack from a bi-metal hacksaw blade.

The Child Guard's patented design features interlocking dual locking bars, multiple posts that can be inserted to match a particular firearm's trigger and trigger guard configuration, along with a...
Several years ago Browning started offering a Model 92 chambered for the .357 and .44 Magnums that was made in Mikuro, Japan. Some objected to the Japanese name on the barrel, but they were well made. A few years later, the Model 92 debuted with the Winchester label, although still made in Japan.

In due course, I had a chance to test a few of the Model 92 rifles chambered for the .45 Colt and .44 WCF. While I objected to the "make do" sights that were fine for knocking around, I ultimately bought a couple of rifles and re-worked the sights to offer a "defined" sight picture using a U-shaped rear notch and flat top front blade – all finished dark blue or black with no bead.

By then I had a selection of original Winchesters that were used on a fairly regular basis, and although it pains me somewhat to admit it, the Japanese rifles were/are better rifles. That applies to accuracy, fit and finish.

Moreover, the Japanese "Winchesters" were chambered quite well. That is, SAAMI cartridge and chamber drawings were a close match to the 92 chambers. That might sound a bit odd, to expect the cartridge and chambers to match, but original Winchesters are sometimes, well... a bit sloppy, which allows the fired cases to expand somewhat beyond normal tolerances. When those cases were resized, they were a bit overworked. By the time a Remington or Winchester case was reloaded three or four

**Spotting Scope**
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few peers, and even fewer of those are as much fun.
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Cock-on Opening Conversion

Cocking piece; Striker spring;
Fully adjustable trigger included.
Cast steel; Blued; Safety notch cut.

Dayton Truister Trigger Co.
4778 N. Monkey Hill Rd., Oak Harbor, WA 98277
times, they were ready for the trash. This is also why it is a bit silly to load these originals (smokeless rifles with nickel steel barrels) up with a caseful of 2400 or IMR-4227 and expect the fired case to come out of the chamber in one piece.

Nowadays, however, I find it is possible to load a standard 200-grain bullet in modern Starline .44 WCF brass to around 1,800 fps in a 24-inch barrel, using up to 24 grains of 2400 and 25 to 26 grains of IMR-4227, and get good accuracy out to 175 yards or so, although that is stretching things a bit with issue iron sights.

I also have a rebarreled Winchester Model 92 .38 WCF rifle that will shoot the same 240-grain bullets over 20.5 grains of 2400 in Starline cases for about 1,750 fps. For comparison, that pretty much makes it a standoff between the .44 WCF, .38 WCF and the original 160-grain bullet that generated 1,960 fps in the .30 WCF. (If these loads seem a bit puny, try boosting representative bullet weights from the .44 WCF or .38 WCF to similar velocities in a .44 Magnum sixgun.)

Several years ago I received word that a firearm collector had an unusual Model 92 carbine for sale. As the story went, it was once owned by Ernie Lind, the Winchester exhibition shooter who followed Ad Topperwine. I had a book written by Lind, The Compete Book of Trick & Fancy Shooting with a photo on page 23 of a carbine with non-standard sights, so it would be easy to verify if the carbine matched the photo in the book.

The sights were from the 32 series (ramp front sight and rear rifle sight) introduced on the Models 65 and 64 in 1932-33. Since Model 92 production ceased in 1941-42, rifles and carbines put together after 1945 were made up from parts left over prior to the war, including standard rifle and carbine sights. The fact that the 20-inch barrel was made for a carbine, not the Model 65 rifle, indicated it was a particularly rare configuration available only on replacement barrels sometime after 1945, when the Model 92 was “officially” discontinued.

I contacted the collector and made a deal. The serial number indicates the receiver was made in 1919 but was rebarreled sometime after World War II, as testified by the Winchester proof and the 32 series sights. Letters from Lind’s widow and other records show the carbine did indeed belong to Lind and was used regularly in his exhibitions.
Sportsman's Internet Service

Who does your Internet provider support?

We give a monthly portion to support Gun and Hunting Rights!

Dialup Plans Start at $7.95 a month!

- 24/7/365 Tech Support.
- Optional Family Filtering Internet Browsing Software. (for a family friendly online experience)
- 11,000 Dialup locations across the U.S.A. & Canada.
- New and Improved Mail Rover Spam Virus Filter.
- Browseblast lets you surf the web up to 7x faster than normal dialup speeds.
- Platinum Plan offers a free combo subscription to Rifle, Handloader and Successful Hunter magazines.

Call Toll Free: 1-888-270-7985
www.riflemag.com